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We consider a differential equation with parameter l,
2ny2
n 2 n. k . w xy1 y x q q x y x s l y x , x g y1, 1 , 1 .  .  .  .  .  .l k l l
ks0
 < < 4  .  .where l g G s l g C: l G 1 , q x g L y1, 1 , and k s 0, 2n y 2. Let T sk 1
  .4  .y x be some set of solutions of 1 . We show that the inequalitiesl lg G
 . jr2 nj < <y x F c q l y x , j s 0, 2n y 1, y x g T , .  .  .  . .w x L y1, 1C y1, 1l l l2
2 .
 .can hold only if l g H. Here and below we denote by c q different positive
5 5constants, depending only on L norms q , k s 0, 2n y 2, of coefficientsL y1, 1.1 k 1
 .of 1 ,
1 .2 ny1 r2 n< < < <H c q s l g C: Re l G yc q , 1 q Re l G Im l . .  .  . .  5c q .
 . < <  .In addition, if 2 holds, then for any l g H, l 4 c q , there is an integer s such
< < 2 nw  < <.x  .that l s sp 1 q O 1r sp . Here the constant in O ? depends only on L1
 .  < <.norms of coefficients of 1 , and the exponent of 1 q Re l in the definition of H
cannot be lessened. As an example, we study the problem of localization of the
spectrum of a class of semiregular boundary value problems. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider an equation with parameter
2ny2
n 2 n. k . w xy1 y x q q x y x s l y x , x g y1, 1 , 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  .l k l l
ks0
 < < 4  .  .where l g G s l g C: l G 1 , q x g L y1, 1 , and k s 0, 2n y 2.k 1
Our goal is to discover which restrictions on l follow from a priori
 .  .restrictions on the growth of the solutions y x of 1.1 in the uniforml
 .metric. To formulate the question more precisely, recall that y x , regard-l
w xless of l g G, satisfy the inequalities 3, 4
jr2 nq1r4 n j. < <y x F c q l ? y x , j s 0, 2n y 1. .  .  .  .w x L y1, 1C y1, 1l l 2
1.2 .
Throughout c denotes different absolute positive constants, while for
5 5different constants depending only on L norms q , k sL y1, 1.1 k 1
 .  .  .0, 2n y 2, of coefficients 1 we use notation c q . In 1.2 we cannot
< <lessen the exponents of l without additional assumptions and, therefore,
 .  .we can view 1.2 as a minimal a priori restriction on the growth of y x inl
w x  .the uniform metric 5 . Thus, estimates 1.2 do not imply any restrictions
w xon l g G. At the same time, it is known 5 that if
jr2 n j. < <y x F c q l ? y x , j s 0, 2n y 1, l g G, .  .  .  .w x L y1, 1C y1, 1l l 2
1.3 .
then the position of l on the complex plane cannot be arbitrary. In
 . w xparticular, from 1.3 it follows that 5
< <Im l1y1r5n
l g H s l g G: Re l G yc q , 1 q c q q Re l G . .  . .1  5c q .
 .In the applications, y x are the eigenfunctions of differential operatorsl
 . and 1.3 can be viewed as a frequent case of a maximal the exponents of
< <  . w x.l in 1.3 cannot be lessened 5 a priori restriction on the growth of
 .y x in the uniform metric. For example, it is known that the eigenfunc-l
 .tions of the Birkhoff strongly regular boundary value problem satisfy 1.3
w x5 , and the corresponding eigenvalues are contained in the domain
1 .2 ny1 r2 n< < < <H c s l g C: Re l G yc, 1 q Re l G Im l 1.4 .  .  . 5c
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and we have an asymptotic formula
12 n< <  4l s sp 1 q O , s ª `, s g Z s 0, "1, "2, . . . , 1.5 . /< <sp
 .where the constant O ? can be written down explicitly and is absolutely
 w x.bounded see 6, Chap. 2, Sect. 4.9 . In this paper, we continue the
w x  .  .  .investigation of 5 . We show that relations 1.3 , 1.4 , and 1.5 can be
viewed as an expression of a general relationship between the slowest
 .growth of y x in the uniform metric and the position of l on thel
 .  .complex plane. It is shown Theorem 3.1 that estimates 1.3 can hold only
  .. < <  .if l g H c q . Moreover, for any l 4 c q there is an integer s g Z
 .  .  .  .such that one has 1.5 with a constant c q in O ? see Section 3 . Note
that the example of a Birkhoff strongly regular boundary value problem
w xshows 5; 6, Chap. 2, Sect. 4.9 that in Theorem 3.1 we cannot lessen the
 < <.  .exponent of 1 q Re l in 1.4 , as well as we cannot increase the order of
 .accuracy of 1.5 . Theorem 3.1 gives additional possibilities for getting a
priori information on differential operators. As a rule, checking the
 .validity of estimates 1.3 for eigenfunctions is less complicated than
 .  .finding the spectrum. For a single equation 1.1 , estimates 1.3 can hold
or fail, depending only on the definition of the differential operator; for
example, on the corresponding boundary conditions. In the case when
 .  .  .inequalities 1.3 are proved, it follows from 1.4 and 1.5 that the
spectrum of the differential operator is contained in the domain
Im l2n  .2 ny1 r2 n’ < < < <s s l g C: l y sp F c q , 1 q Re l G , .  . c q .
Re l G yc q , s g Z . 1.6 .  .5
Thus, by the data defining the differential operator, we can find a domain
in the C plane which contains its entire spectrum. Similar assertions in the
 w x.theory of matrices Gershgorin's circles, Cassini's ovals, etc. 2 are called
assertions on the localization of the spectra of matrices. To reach the same
goal}to find a priori information on the spectrum of a differential
operator}we can apply the results described above. As an example of
their possible application, we study a problem of the localization of the




In this section we gather some results which will be used in Sections 3
and 4.
w x   .4`  .THEOREM 2.1 5 . Let T s y x be some set of solutions of 1.1 ,l ms1m
 < < 4 < <  .l g G s l: l G 1 , and l ª ` as m ª `. If for all y x g T wem m l
 .ha¨e 1.3 , then:
 .  .A There is absolute constant a g 0, ` such that
Re l G ya , m s 1, 2, . . . . 2.1 .m
 .  .B For n G 2 there is an absolute constant b g 0, ` such that
1y1r5n < <a q 1 q Re l G b Im l , m s 1, 2, . . . . 2.2 .  .m m
Remark. Constants a and b in Theorem 2.1 depend only on L norms1
 .of coefficients of 1.1 .
 .For Eq. 1.1 consider a boundary value problem with linearly indepen-
dent boundary conditions,
U y s a y kn . y1 q b y kn . 1 q ??? s 0, 2.3 .  .  .  .k l k l k ln n n
< < < <where k ) k , a q b ) 0, 0 F k F k F ??? F k - 2n, n snq2 n k k 0 1 2 ny1n n
0, 2n y 1, and the suspension points mean a linear combination of deriva-
 .tives and the function y x itself in the points "1. Under these assump-l
 . w xtions, boundary conditions 2.3 are called normed 6, Chap. 2, Sect. 4.7 .
Let us introduce the numbers v and the determinant D:j
p j p j
v s cos q p q i sin q p ,j  /  /2 n 2 n
j s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, n q 1, . . . , 2n y 1,
k k k k0 0 0 0v a ??? v a v b ??? v b1 k ny1 k nq1 k 2 ny1 k0 0 0 0
k k k k1 1 1 1v a ??? v a v b ??? v b1 k ny1 k nq1 k 2 ny1 k1 1 1 1
D s .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .
k k k k2 ny3 2 ny3 2 ny3 2 ny3v a ??? v a v b ??? v b1 k ny1 k nq1 k 2 ny1 k2 ny3 2 ny3 2 ny3 2 ny3
2.4 .
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w x  .DEFINITION 2.1 5 . Boundary conditions 2.3 are called semiregular if
D / 0.
 .Let us emphasize that the semiregularity of boundary conditions 2.3
 .can be determined by 2n y 2 boundary conditions from 2n; here two
 . w xboundary conditions in 2.3 do not require checking 5 . Birkhoff regular-
 .ity of boundary conditions 2.3 is determined by all 2n boundary condi-
 w x.tions see 5; 6, Chap. 2, Sect. 4.8 .
w x   .4THEOREM 2.2 5 . Let T s y x be a system of eigenfunctions ofl lg G
 .boundary ¨alue problems for 1.1 with semiregular boundary conditions, r
2n’ w .  .s l , arg l g 0, 2p . Then for all y x g T we ha¨el
1r2 j j. < < < < 5 5 4y x F c q 1 q Im r r y , j s 0, 2n y 1. .  . L y1, 1.w xC y1, 1l l 2
2.5 .
w x  .LEMMA 2.1 5 . Let the conditions of Theorem 2.2 hold. If y x g Tl
then we ha¨e
2ny1
X rv x i r x yi r xj w x w x w xy x s c r e 1 q A r e 1 q B r e 1 , .  .  .  .l j
js1
w xx g y1, 1 , 2.6 .
w x  y1 .  .where 1 s 1 q O r and the constants in O ? are absolutely bounded
X 2 ny15 5  .and depend only on q , k s 0, 2n y 1 Birkhoff 's symbol , L y1, 1.k js11
' 2 ny1 . Moreo¨er, we ha¨e the inequalitiesjs1, j/ n
rv xjc r e F c A r q B r , .  .  . .j
w xj s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, n q 1, . . . , 2n y 1, x g y1, 1 , 2.7 .
22
A r q B r .  . . 2< <F 1 q Im r y x . .  .L y1, 1l 2c q .
22F c q A r q B r . 2.8 .  .  .  . .
Remark. Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 are intentionally given in a
w xless general form than in 5 , just as we need them in Section 4.
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3. ESTIMATES OF EIGENFUNCTIONS AND
THE SPECTRUM
The following assertion is the main result of this paper.
  .4THEOREM 3.1. Let T s y x , K : G, and let K be some set ofl lg K
 .  .solutions of 1.1 all l such that one has 1.3 for the corresponding solution
 .  .y x . Then there are constants a , b g 0, ` depending only on the L norml 1
 .  .of coefficients of 1.1 such that for l g K we ha¨e 2.1 and
 .2 ny1 r2 n < <1 q a q Re l G b Im l . 3.1 .  .
 < <  .4Moreo¨er, for any l g K s l g K : l 4 c q there is an integer s g N1
 4  .  .s 1, 2, . . . such that 1.5 holds with an absolutely bounded constant in O ?
 .depending only on the L norm of coefficients of 1.1 . Finally, we ha¨e1
w  .xK : s see 1.6 .
 .  .Remark. The implication 3.1 « 1.3 was mentioned by Professor A.
M. Minkin in a letter to the author.
 .Proof. Inequality 2.1 is contained in Theorem 2.1: we included it in
 .the theorem for completeness. Let us prove 3.1 . Without loss of general-
5  .5ity, we set y x s 1 for l g K. DenoteLl 2
11  4c s y x exp yip sx dx , s g Z s 0, "1, "2, . . . . 3.2 .  .  .Hs l2
y1
 .  .Let us multiply 1.1 by exp yip sx and integrate the resulting equality
w xalong y1, 1 :
2ny2
12 n 1 k .< <sp y l c s y q x exp yip sx y x dx .  .  . .  Hs k l2
y1ks0
2ny1
k2 ny1yk . < <q t y "1 sp . 3.3 .  . k l
ks0
 .In 3.3 we denote by t , k s 0, 2n y 1, some absolute constant. Fromk
 .  .3.3 and 1.3 we deduce that
2 n< < < <sp y l cs
2ny1 2 ny2
1k2 ny1yk . k .< < < <F c y "1 sp q c q x y x dx .  .  .  Hl k l
y1ks0 ks0
2ny1
2 ny1.r2 n 2 ny1yk .r2 n k< < < < < <F c q l q c q l sp .  . 
ks0
2ny1
2 ny1yk .r2 n k< < < <F c q l sp . 3.4 .  .
ks0
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Let m be a sufficiently large natural number, which will be chosen later.
 4 1. 2.We partition Z s 0, "1, "2, . . . into sets S and S :m m
1r2 n1. < < < <S s s g Z : sp y l ) m , 4m
3.5 .
1r2 n2. < < < <S s s g Z : sp y l F m . 4m
 .  .In addition, let us introduce sets 3.6 with obvious properties 3.7 :
1r2 n1. 1. < < < <S m s s g S : k - sp y l F k q 1 , .  4k m
k s m , m q 1, . . . , 3.6 .
`
1. 1. 1. 1.S m FS m s B for k / k , S s S m . 3.7 .  .  .  .Dk k 1 2 m k1 2
ksm
1. .  .We compute the maximal number of elements of S m , k G m. By 3.6 ,k
1. .  .  .s g S m if and only if we have I and one of the two inequalities IIk
 .or III :
 .  . < < < <1r2 nI y k q 1 F sp y l F k q 1,
 . < < < <1r2 nII sp y l ) k,
 . < <1r2 n < <III l y sp ) k.
 .  . < < < <1r2 nConsider both cases. If we have I and II , then k - sp y l F k
< < y1q 1. Then the length of the interval containing s equals p - 1, and, in
1. .this case, S m can contain only two integers with equal absolute values.k
 .  . < <1r2 n < < < <1r2 nIf we have I and III , then l y k y 1 F sp - l y k. Since
< <1r2 n < < 1. .l y k G sp G 0, we similarly conclude that, in this case, S m cank
contain only two integers with equal absolute values. Thus, for any k G m
1. .the set S m contains at most four elements. Now note that for s gk
1. .S m , we havek
2 n 2 n< < < < < <sp y l G sp y l
1r2 n 2 ny1 2 ny1.r2 n< < < < < < < <G sp y l sp q ??? q l .
< < 2 ny1 < < 2 ny1.r2 nG k sp q l . 3.8 . .
 .  . 1. .Therefore, from 3.8 and 3.4 , for s g S m , we getk
2ny1 2 ny1yj.r2 n j< < < <c q l sp .
1.< <c F , s g S m . 3.9 .  .s k2 ny1 2 ny1.r2 nk < < < <sp q ljs0
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 .Now we verify that each summand of 3.9 is at most 1. For j s 0
and j s 2n y 1 this is obvious. For j s 1, 2n y 2, this follows from
w x  .  .Young's inequality 1 with exponents u s 2n y 1 r 2n y 1 y j and1
 .u s 2n y 1 rj:2
2n y 1 y j j2 ny1yj.r2 n j 2 ny1.r2 n 2 ny1< < < < < < < <l sp F l q sp
2n y 1 2n y 1
< < 2 ny1.r2 n < < 2 ny1- l q sp . 3.10 .
 .  .Therefore, from 3.10 and 3.9 we obtain the final estimate:
< < y1 1.c F c q k , s g S m , k s m , m q 1, . . . . 3.11 .  .  .s k
1. .  .  .Since S m contains at most four elements, from 3.11 and 3.7 fork
m G 2 it follows
` ` 1 c2 2< < < <c s c F c q F . 3.12 .  .   s s 2 mk1. 1.ksm ksm .sgS sgS mm k
 .Since the constant in 3.12 depends only on the L norm of coefficients of1
 .  . y1 y11.1 , there exists a large natural number m such that c q m F 2 .0 0
Let m s m . Now, by Parseval's equality, we have0
2 2 2 2 2 15 5 < < < < < < < <1 s y s c s c q c - c q , 3.13 .   2l s s s s 2
2. 1. 2.sgZ sgS sgS sgSm m m0 0 0
which gives the inequality
1 2< <F c . 3.14 . s2
2.sgSm0
 . 2.First, from 3.14 it follows that S / B. Moreover, by the definition ofm0
S 2. we havem0
< <1r2 n < < < <1r2 n 2.l y m F sp F l q m , s g S . 3.15 .0 0 m0
We should stress that m does not depend on l and depends only on0
 . < <  .  .the L norm of coefficients of 1.1 . Therefore, for l 4 c q from 3.15 ,1
we get
y1 < <1r2 n < < < <1r2 n 2.c l F sp F c l , s g S . 3.16 .m0
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 .  .Let us substitute 3.16 for 3.4 . Then
2 n 2 ny1.r2 n 2.< < < < < <sp y l c F c q l , s g S . 3.17 .  .s m0
 . 2.  .From 3.15 it follows that S contains at most 2 2m q 1 elements.m 00
 .Then from 3.17 it follows that
1r2
2 n 2 2 ny1.r2 n< < < < < <min sp y l c F c q m l . .  s 0 /2.sgS 2.m sgS0 m0
< < 2 ny1.r2 ns c q l . 3.18 .  .
 .  .Now we combine 3.14 with 3.18 and get the main inequality:
2 n 2 ny1.r2 n< < < <min sp y l F c q l . 3.19 .  .
2.sgSm0
 . 2.Suppose that in 3.19 the minimum is reached for some s g S . Then0 m0
 .from 3.19 and obvious inequalities we get
2 n 2 ny1.r2 n 2 ny1.r2 n< < < < < < < <Re l y s p q Im l F c q Re l q Im l . .  .0
3.20 .
< <  .  .If Im l F c - ` for all l g K, then by 2.1 , inequality 3.1 is obvious. If
< <  .Im l ª ` for l g K, then from 3.20 we get
< < 2 ny1.r2 n < < < < 2 ny1.r2 nc q Re l G Im l y c q Im l .  .
y1r2 n 1< < < < < <s Im l 1 y c q Im l G Im l . 2
 .  .  .and 3.1 is proved. Moreover, from 3.20 and 3.16 it follows that
< < 2 n < < 2 nl s Re l q i Im l s s p q Re l y s p q i Im l .0 0
2 n< <Re l y s p Im l 102 n 2 n< < < <s s p 1 q q i s s p 1 q O ,0 02 n 2 n 5  /< <s p< < < <s p s p 00 0
 .  .  .and by 3.20 and 3.16 the constant in O ? depends only on the L norms1
 .of coefficients of 1.1 . The inclusion K : s is an obvious rephrasing of
the above proved results.
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4. AN EXAMPLE OF LOCALIZATION OF THE SPECTRUM
OF A DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR
 .For 1.1 consider a boundary value problem with boundary conditions
 .  .2.3 . For what follows, it is convenient to write boundary conditions 2.3
with the numbers n s 2n y 2, 2n y 1 in the form
a y k 2 ny2 . y1 q b y k 2 ny2 . 1 q ??? s 0, 4.1 .  .  .1 l 1 l
a y k 2 ny1. y1 q b y k 2 ny1. 1 q ??? s 0. 4.2 .  .  .2 l 2 l
 .  .The resulting system of boundary conditions 4.1 and 4.2 and the first
 .  .2n y 2 boundary conditions 2.3 will be denoted as a system of bound-
 .ary conditions 2.3 , as before.
  .4THEOREM 4.1. Let T s y x be a set of eigenfunctions of thelg K1 l 1
 .  .  .boundary ¨alue problems 2.3 for 1.1 . Let K K : G be the set of1 1
eigen¨alues corresponding to the eigenfunctions from T . If boundary condi-1
 .tions 2.3 are semiregular and, in addition,
k 2 ny2b y1 a .def 1 1
D s / 0 4.3 .0 k 2 ny1b y1 a .2 2
then we ha¨e the inequality
< <sup Im r - `. 4.4 .
lgK1
COROLLARY 4.1.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, we ha¨e in-
 . w  .xequalities 1.3 and the inclusion K : s see 1.6 .1
 .  .Remark. By Theorem 2.2, provided that 4.4 holds, inequalities 2.5
 .become 1.3 . As we noted in Section 1, the eigenfunctions of a boundary
 .value problem for 1.1 with the Birkhoff strongly regular boundary condi-
 .  .tion also satisfy 1.3 . Note that checking 1.3 with the help of Theorem
w4.1 is much easier than with the help of Birkhoff's results 5; 6, Chap. 2,
xSect. 4.8 .
 .  .  .Proof. Let us substitute expansion 2.6 for 4.1 and 4.2 and divide
 .k 2 ny2  .k 2 ny1the result by ir and ir , respectively. We obtain
kyi r i r2 ny2w x w xa A r e 1 q y1 B r e 1 .  .  . 41
ki r yi r2 ny2w x w xq b A r e 1 q y1 B r e 1 .  .  . 41
2ny1 1 defX rv xj w xs t c r e 1 q ??? s f r , 4.5 .  .  .  . j j 1k 2 ny2rjs1 xs"1
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kyi r i r2 ny1w x w xa A r e 1 q y1 B r e 1 .  .  . 42
ki r yi r2 ny1w x w xq b A r e 1 q y1 B r e 1 .  .  . 42
2ny1 1 defX rv xjs t c r e q ??? s f r . 4.6 .  .  .  .Ä j j 2k 2 ny1rjs1 xs"1
 .  .In 4.5 and 4.6 we denote by t , t , j s 1, 2n y 1, j / n, some absoluteÄj j
 .  .  .  .constants. According to 2.6 and 2.7 , in 4.5 and 4.6 , we have the
 . yk 2 ny2  . yk 2 ny1following estimates for the expressions ??? r and ??? r :
??? A r q B r .  .  . yi r i r< < < <w xF c q 1 q e q e , .k 2 ny2 < <rr
??? A r q B r .  .  . yi r i r< < < <w xF c q 1 q e q e . .k 2 ny1 < <rr
Hence, we have the inequalities
yi r i r< < < <1 q e q e
< < < < < <f r F c q A r q B r 1 q , j s 1, 2. .  .  .  . .j < <r
4.7 .
 4`Assume that there is a sequence l : K such that Im r ª y`m ms1 1 m
as m ª `. Below we drop the index m. We can easily bring equalities
 .  .4.5 and 4.6 to the form
k 2 i r2 ny2w x w xa A r 1 q y1 B r e 1 .  .  . 41
k2 i r i r2 ny2w x w xq b A r e 1 q y1 B r 1 s f r e , .  .  .  . 41 1
4.8 .
k 2 i r2 ny1w x w xa A r 1 q y1 B r e 1 .  .  . 42
k2 i r i r2 ny1w x w xq b A r e 1 q y1 B r 1 s f r e . .  .  .  . 42 2
Below we denote by t , i s 1, 4, absolute constants. The obtainedi
equalities imply the relations
k2 i r 2 i r2 ny2w x w xb A r e 1 q y1 a B r e 1 .  .  .1 1
i r w x w xs f r e q t A r 1 q t B r 1 , .  .  .1 1 2
4.9 .
k2 i r 2 i r2 ny1w x w xb A r e 1 q y1 a B r e 1 .  .  .2 2
i r w x w xs f r e q t A r 1 q t B r 1 . .  .  .2 3 4
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 .From 4.9 we can deduce the equalities which can be viewed as a system
 .  .of equations with respect to A r and B r :
k 2 ny2w x w xb 1 A r q y1 a 1 B r .  .  .1 1
yi r w x w x y2 i rs f r e q t A r 1 q t B r 1 e , 4 .  .  .1 1 2
4.10 .
k 2 ny1w x w xb 1 A r q y1 a 1 B r .  .  .2 2
yi r w x w x y2 i rs f r e q t A r 1 q t B r 1 e . 4 .  .  .2 3 4
 . < <  .  .From 4.3 it follows that for r 4 c q , system 4.10 is solvable. Hence
there are absolute constants g , j s 1, 2, such thati j, i
yi r w xA r s g f r q g f r e 1 .  .  .11 1 12 2
X w x X w x y2 i rq t A r 1 q t B r 1 e , 4.11 4 .  .  .1 2
yi r w xB r s g f r q g f r e 1 .  .  .21 1 22 2
X w x X w x y2 i rq t A r 1 q t B r 1 e . 4.12 4 .  .  .3 4
 .  .  .From 4.11 , 4.12 , and 4.7 we get
A r q B r .  .
yi r y2 i r< < < <F c f r q f r e q c A r q B r e .  .  .  . . .1 2
yi r i r< < < <1 q e q e
yi r y2 i r< < < <F c A r q B r 1 q e q e . .  . .  /< <r
4.13 .
 . <  . < <  . < < <  .According to 2.8 we have A r q B r / 0 for r 4 c q , whence
< yi r < < y2 i r <1 q e q e
yi r y2 i r< < < < < <1 F c e q q e , r 4 c q . 4.14 .  . 5< <r
< yi r < Im r  .  .Since e s e , we conclude that 4.14 is equivalent to 4.15 :
1 q eIm r q e2 Im r
Im r 2 Im r1 F c e q q e , Im r ª y`. 4.15 . 5< <r
We have arrived at a contradiction. Similarly, we can verify that Im r
cannot tend to `.
 .Corollary 4.11 follows from 4.4 and Theorems 2.2 and 3.1.
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